SMART 4K HOSPITAL GRADE TV

UV770M

- 55UV770M 55” Class (54.8” Diagonal)
- 49UV770M 49” Class (48.5” Diagonal)
- 43UV770M 43” Class (42.5” Diagonal)
- 1200:1 Aspect Ratio
- 3840 X 2160 (4K UHD)
- UL Hospital Grade Listed
- RoHS Compliant
- California Energy Commission (CEC) Compliant
- Built-in Pillow Speaker Port
- Built-in MPI Port
- First Use Wizard
- Remote Management of Television using ProCentric server
- Dynamic/Static Power Savings
- Multi IR Code Support
- ProCentric Direct
- ProIdiom
- b-LAN
- IPTV Capable
PATIENT ROOM TV SETS

SMART HD HOSPITAL GRADE TV

LV760M
- 32LV760M 32” Class (31.54” Diagonal)
- 28LV760M 28” Class (27.51” Diagonal)
- 24LV760M 24” Class (23.55” Diagonal)
- HD Resolution: 1920 x 1080 (32”/28”), 1366 x 768 (24”)
- UL Hospital Grade Listed
- RoHS Compliant
- California Energy Commission (CEC) Compliant
- Built-in Pillow Speaker Port
- Built-in MPI Port
- First Use Wizard
- Remote Management of Television using Pro:Centric server
- Dynamic/Static Power Savings
- Multi IR Code Support
- No b-LAN (see UV770M)
- Pro:Centric Direct
- Pro:Idiom
- IPTV Capable
PATIENT ROOM TV SETS

STANDARD HOSPITAL GRADE TV

LV570M
- 43LV570M 43" Class (42.5" Diagonal)
- 32LV570M 32" Class (31.5" Diagonal)
- 28LV570M 28" Class (27.6" Diagonal)
- 24LV570M 24" Class (23.6" Diagonal)
- Resolution 1920 x 1080 (43”/32”), 1366 x 768 (28”/24”)
- UL Hospital Grade Listed
- ENERGY STAR® Qualified
- RoHS Compliant
- California Energy Commission
- (CEC) Compliant
- Multi IR Code Support
- TV Speaker Disable
- Built-In Pillow Speaker Compatibility
- First Use Wizard
- Pro:Centric
- Pro:Idiom
- b-LAN
What is Pro:Centric® Direct?

Pro:Centric Direct (PCD) is a content management system based on HTML with a built-in TV UI design/editor that runs over an IP or an RF network. This feature also allows for administrative remote management of all compatible TVs on the property.

When a patient turns on the TV, they are immediately welcomed with a hospital branded user interface and an interactive program guide that allows them to watch TV, view current weather conditions, or navigate pages of customized content (script, images or video).

PRO:IDIOM

Pro:Idiom unlocks access to premium content to help ensure rapid and broad deployment of HDTV and other digital content. Pro:Idiom has been designed specifically for users of premium HDTV content from cable, satellite, or video on demand (VOD) services, and help reduce costs and reduce maintenance. This leading DRM system is embraced for its security solutions, which helps prevent illegal downloading of copyrighted content.